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Bruno Rossi 
1933  Eritrea
East West effect



RADIATION LENGTH  Meaning:  

Length where the   energy
of an electron   is reduced to E/e

7/9 of the mean free path of  photons



From Particle  Data Book



“Column density”

Longitudinal development of a shower.



ELECTROMAGNETIC  SHOWERS

Pair
Production

Brems-
strahlung

Iteration  of 
2 fundamental processes
   Pair Production
   Bremsstrahlung



The “SPLITTING   FUNCTIONS”





Pair Production



Bremsstrahlung



Energy loss for electrons and positrons

at the
“critical energy”





AVERAGE  LONGITUDINAL  EVOLUTION

  for a   

PURELY  ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOWER

Two  functions
of energy  and
depth



A

B



Possible  Generalizations:

3-Dimensional  treatment.

Hadronic   Showers:  add other  components



SYSTEM of
INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS

that  describe the evolution  with  t  of 

 for a given initial  condition.



Variation with  t  of the number of  photons with energy E 



Variation with  t  of the number of  photons with energy E 

=



Electrons



Electrons



Electrons



Electrons

2  divergent   e -> e  contributions. 
Their combination is  finite.



Approximation A













Shower  Equations 
in  “Approximation A”

(neglect  electron ionization losses)

No  Parameters 
with the Dimension
 of  Energy



Solutions to the  shower equations.

Initial Condition:

Photon of  energy E0

Electron of  energy E0



Let us consider an electron population 
that is  has the spectral  shape of
an unbroken power law and no photons:

Study  the Shower evolution
using approximation A 



Electron and Photon  population
remain a  power law of same slope
Only the normalizations are a function of the depth t

Initial  condition

Depth evolution



e







Coefficients   Ke,g(t)  are  

linear combinations  of   two  exponential



One controls  the (faster)  convergence to 
an s-dependent  gamma/e ratio 
(large and negative) 

A  second exponential  describes the (slower )
 evolution of the two  population with a 
constant  ratio.



Special  spectrum  
Equal  amount  of energy per   decade of E

S = 1



Special  spectrum  
Equal  amount  of energy per   decade of E

S = 1

depth-independent
solution



What  can  we say about:  

Spectrum  E-2  equal  power  per  decade of E

Pair Production and Bremsstrahlung
“redistribute the energy”
but “nothing can change”

Without explicit calculation ? 



What  can  we say about:  

Spectrum  steeper  than  E-2 
 power   per  decade of E   decreases  with E



Insert   functional  form of the solution
in the shower equation. 

Obtain  simple quadratic  equation connecting 

s 





Approximation A



Approximation B



“Elementary Solutions”
Approximation A:



“Stability   Ratio”  for the Photon/Electron  Ratio 









Concept of  SPECTRAL  ENERGY  DISTRIBUTION:

Amount of energy
carried by photons
per decade of energy



Power Law  Solutions :     Spectral Energy Distribution





Increasing t:
Uniform  translation
in energy



Increasing t:
Uniform  translation
in energy

Steep  Spectrum
(s > 1)
Decrease of normalization



Flat  Spectrum
(s < 1)
Increase in normalization



“Elementary Solutions

Approximation B

= Approximation A

Approximation A



s=1

e

g

Approximation B  “elementary solution”



Electron/photon  spectra  (elementary solution)
 for 3 different values of s



Approximation B



Solutions to the  shower equations
for the “real case”.

Initial Condition:

Photon of  energy E0

Electron of  energy E0



Monochromatic  Photon
(approximation A)



Solution  valid for
 any  initial  energy Function of E/E0



1.  Energy Conservation
  
Area  below
the  curves  constant
with t.

2. Electron and Photon
 Spectra  have  very similar
 shapes
 The shapes are not 
exactly identical
But the ratio gamma/e
is of order 1.3 , 1.4



Total  ENERGY in  a Shower

In Approximation A
the total  Energy contained in Shower 
is   CONSTANT.



Electron mass



Electron mass Critical Energy



Monochromatic  Photon.  Approximation A,B



Choose  one  energy  (any energy)
and  study how the particle number  varies
with  t  at that  energy.



(good
approximation)



Arbitrary shape

Power Law

Slope

“Local (energy dependent) Slope”



Consider the shape  of the spectra at a fixed t
It is a  function of E/E0 and t.

Local  slope 



Consider the shape  of the spectra at a fixed t
It is a  function of E/E0 and t.

QUESTION : 
At  what energy  in this graph
s(E) = 1 ?



Can  deduce the AGE  (and  spectral  shape)

Integral  Electron 
Spectrum Evolution 

   t-slope and  E-slope  are connected



How  does one   solve the equations ? 

We know how  to  solve the equations
for  an initial condition that is a power law

“combine these 'elementary' solutions”
 to obtain the solution for a 
 physically meaningful initial condition.



Write initial  condition
as a superposition of power law
component
Inverse Mellin  transform

The parameter s 
takes complex values

Arbitrary path 
in the complex plane
that connects the points



Write initial  condition
as a superposition of power law
component
Inverse Mellin  transform

Depth Evolution



For  a given  E0,  E, t
what is the  parameter   s
that   dominate ?

Solution of this equation

SADDLE point
Approximation



For  a given  E0,  E, t
what is the  parameter s
that   dominate ?

Solution of this equation



Age and Longitudinal  Development



Age and Longitudinal  Developmen t

S = 



Age and Longitudinal  Developmen t

S = 

Differential Equation 



Differential  Equation

Boundary Condition

Solution :   Greisen Profile





Different  Energy  :  Same  Age  (Shower  Maximum)



Different  Energy  :  Same  Age  (Shower  Maximum)

Elementary 
solution
Power Law





Earlier  results



Concept of   :  Shower  AGE    

Shower at maximum:          s = 1

Shower  before  maximum  s < 1
Shower  after     maximum  s > 1

Shower  
Longitudinal Development

Often  used
but  (in my view)
unsatisfactory  definition

S = 



Age as a  function of t/tmax







The shape of the electron energy spectrum
is  determined (in good approximation)
 by  the  “shower Age”

The Photon spectral shape is 
(in good Approximation)
also determined  by the shower Age

The Ratio  photon/Electron  is 
determined by the shower Age

“Model  Independent “  Definition of AGE

Calculated
first by
Rossi, Greisen
in 1941



For  real  showers the longitudinal
development  is   not   identical
to the “Greisen Profile”  and
fluctuates from shower  to shower

Violations  of the “Universality”



For  real  showers the longitudinal
development  is   not   identical
to the “Greisen Profile”  and
fluctuates from shower  to shower

Violations  of the “Universality”

General 
Model  Independent
Definition of Age





Multiple Scattering  and LATERAL   DISTRIBUTION





Nishimura
Kamata

S = 1.0

S = 1.6



Exact Montecarlo calculations 
of the shower (electromagnetic and hadronic)
development are today possible 
thanks to modern computer power

Avoid approximations
Include fluctuations  (showers are not all equal !)

These analytic methods are useful  to gain
physical  understanding, and are in fact also  useful 
To Speed-up  the calculation of very large  showers
(describing sub-showers with the average development).



This is the end of my two lectures.....

(Many apologies for the imperfection... )



The telescope

Galileo Galilei  



Deeper understanding of  our universe 



The contemporary
“telescopes”



My best wishes to all of you  !
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